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Abstract
Abel’s lemma on summation by parts is reformulated to investigate systematically terminating theta
hypergeometric series. Most of the known identities are reviewed and several new transformation and sum-
mation formulae are established. The authors are convinced by the exhibited examples that the iterating
machinery based on the modified Abel lemma is powerful and a natural choice for dealing with terminating
theta hypergeometric series.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Recently, theta (or elliptic) hypergeometric series have aroused much interest in the world of
mathematics and theoretical physics. In their pioneering work [20] on 6j -symbols, Frenkel and
Turaev introduced the theta analogue of hypergeometric series. As elliptic solutions of the Yang–
Baxter equation, Date et al. [11] expressed these 6j -symbols in terms of elliptic generalizations
of very-well-poised basic hypergeometric series. By means of the tetrahedral symmetry of the
elliptic 6j -symbols, Frenkel and Turaev found elliptic analogues of Bailey’s 10φ9-transformation
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816 W. Chu, C. Jia / Journal of Combinatorial Theory, Series A 115 (2008) 815–844([1], see also [21, III-28]) and Jackson’s 8φ7-series identity ([23], see also [21, II-22]). Following
the work of Frenkel and Turaev, there have been several papers published on this increasingly
active research field mainly by Spiridonov and his collaborators [39,41,43]. For reader’s conve-
nience, we mention the following topics that have been extensively investigated.
• Felder and Varchenko [18,19], Ruijsenaars [34] and Diejen and Spiridonov [15,36] on ellip-
tic variants of gamma and beta functions.
• Spiridonov, Diejen, Warnaar, and Zhedanov [13,14,16,37,39,41–45] and Rains [29] on el-
liptic integrals, contiguous relations of theta hypergeometric series and elliptic orthogonal
rational functions.
• Elliptic analogue of Bailey chains by Spiridonov [38,40] and Warnaar [49] and elliptic quan-
tum groups by Koelink, van Norden, and Rosengren [25].
• Kajihara and Noumi [24], Diejen and Spiridonov [12], Rosengren [30,31], Rosengren and
Schlosser [32,33], and Spiridonov and Warnaar [44] worked out several multiple elliptic
series transformations and identities.
• There were only a couple of summation formulae discovered for theta hypergeometric series
before the work of Warnaar [47,48], where more than a dozen new identities on multiba-
sic theta hypergeometric series are established mainly by elliptic analogue of the inverse
series relations devised by Chu [4,5] for terminating q-series identities. Along this direc-
tion, Ma [27,28] has recently given a much more general perspective on the elliptic matrix
through (f, g)-inversions. Few other formulae can be found in Gasper and Schlosser [22]
and Rosengren and Schlosser [33].
For a comprehensive coverage on these topics, we refer the reader to the book written by Gasper
and Rahman [21, Chapter 11].
The purpose of this paper is to develop an iterating machinery for evaluating terminating theta
hypergeometric series. It will systematically be employed not only to present a full coverage to
most of the known theta hypergeometric series identities, but also to find several interesting trans-
formation and summation formulae. We shall give a brief introduction to theta hypergeometric
series in the first section. The second section, constituting the core of the iterating machinery,
will present the modified Abel lemma on summation by parts and Weierstrass’ classical three-
term relation on theta functions. By means of the modified Abel lemma on summation by parts,
the remaining part of the paper will be devoted to reviewing most of the important known theta
hypergeometric series identities and discovering several new interesting theta summation formu-
lae.
When the new proof (see Section 3.1) of the fundamental Frenkel–Turaev sum was discov-
ered, we realized that there must be a general principle behind this proof, suggesting that Abel’s
lemma may serve as the simplest method to date for proving identities of theta hypergeometric
series, which is subsequently confirmed by the formulae exemplified in this paper. In fact, all
the theta hypergeometric sums examined in this paper fit within a common scheme and will be
evaluated in a uniform approach. Another advantage lies in the fact that all the formulae, includ-
ing the fundamental Frenkel–Turaev sum, will independently be proved in quite an elementary
manner, without appealing to other known transformations and identities. Therefore there are
enough evidences so that the authors believe that as classical analytical technique, the modi-
fied Abel lemma on summation by parts is indeed powerful in dealing with terminating theta
hypergeometric series identities.
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For two indeterminate p and x with |p| < 1, we denote the modified Jacobi theta function by
θ(x;p) = (x;p)∞(p/x;p)∞ =
∞∏
n=0
(
1 − xpn)(1 − p1+n/x) (1)
which satisfies periodicity and reciprocity:
θ(x;p) = −xθ(px;p) and θ(x;p) = −xθ(1/x;p). (2)
The corresponding product form reads as
θ(α,β, . . . , γ ;p) = θ(α;p)θ(β;p) · · · θ(γ ;p). (3)
Following Gasper and Rahman [21, Chapter 11] and Spiridonov and Warnaar [39,48], we define
the theta (elliptic) analogue of the q-shifted factorial by
[x;q,p]n =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
n−1∏
k=0
θ(qkx;p), n ∈ N;
1, n = 0;
−1∏
k=n
1
θ(qkx;p), −n ∈ N.
(4)
In particular, we have 1/[q;q,p]−1 = 0, similar to the usual q-shifted factorials.
For product and fraction of the shifted theta factorials, the following compact notations will
be used in this paper:
[a, b, . . . , c;q,p]n = [a;q,p]n[b;q,p]n · · · [c;q,p]n, (5a)[
a, b, . . . , c
α, β, . . . , γ
∣∣∣q,p]
n
= [a;q,p]n[b;q,p]n · · · [c;q,p]n[α;q,p]n[β;q,p]n · · · [γ ;q,p]n . (5b)
Just like the usual q-shifted factorial, the following almost trivial relations will be used without
explanation throughout the paper:
[x/p;q,p]n = q(n2)(−x/p)n[x;q,p]n, (6a)[
q−nx;q,p]
n
= q−(n+12 )(−x)n[q/x;q,p]n, (6b)
[x;q,p]n+k = [x;q,p]n ×
[
qnx;q,p]
k
, (6c)
[x;q,p]n−k = q(k2) (−q
1−n/x)k
[q1−n/x;q,p]k [x;q,p]n. (6d)
According to Spiridonov [39], the theta hypergeometric series with double bases p and q is
formally (without care of convergence) defined by
1+nEn
[
a0, a1, a2, . . . , an
b1, b2, . . . , bn
∣∣∣q,p; z]= ∞∑
k=0
[a0, a1, a2, . . . , an;q,p]k
[q, b1, b2, . . . , bn;q,p]k z
k
where it is assumed that the parameters are such that each term in the series is well-defined.
When z, {ai} and {bj } are independent of p, then we have the termwise limiting relation to basic
hypergeometric series (cf. Gasper and Rahman [21]):
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p→0 1+nEn
[
a0, a1, a2, . . . , an
b1, b2, . . . , bn
∣∣∣q,p; z]= 1+nEn
[
a0, a1, a2, . . . , an
b1, b2, . . . , bn
∣∣∣q,0; z]
= 1+nφn
[
a0, a1, a2, . . . , an
b1, b2, . . . , bn
∣∣∣q; z] .
If the parameters satisfy the balanced condition:
a0a1a2 · · ·an = qb1b2 · · ·bn
then 1+nEn-series is said to be elliptically balanced. Corresponding to the basic hypergeometric
series, 1+nEn-series is called well-poised if
qa0 = a1b1 = a2b2 = · · · = anbn
which reduces the elliptic balancing condition to
(qa0)
n+1 = (a1a2 · · ·an)2.
For the following ratio of theta functions, it is not hard to check
θ(q2ka;p)
θ(a;p) =
[
q
√
a, −q√a, q√pa, −q√pa√
a, −√a, √pa, −√pa
∣∣∣q,p]
k
=
[
q
√
a, −q√a, q√a/p, −q√pa√
a, −√a, √pa, −√a/p
∣∣∣q,p]
k
(−1)k
qk
.
This is obviously the elliptic analogue of the very-well-poised quotient
1 − q2ka
1 − a =
[
q
√
a, −q√a√
a, −√a
∣∣∣q]
k
in the very-well-poised basic hypergeometric series. In order to shorten the lengthy expressions,
the very-well-poised theta hypergeometric series will be denoted by
n+5V4+n[a: c1, c2, . . . , cn;q,p; z]
=
∞∑
k=0
θ(q2ka;p)
θ(a;p)
[a, c1, c2, . . . , cn;q,p]k
[q, qa
c1
,
qa
c2
, . . . ,
qa
cn
;q,p]k (qz)
k
= n+5E4+n
[
a, q
√
a, −q√a, q√pa, −q√pa, c1, c2, . . . , cn√
a, −√a, √pa, −√pa, qa/c1, qa/c2, . . . , qa/cn
∣∣∣q,p;qz]
= n+5E4+n
[
a, q
√
a, −q√a, q√a/p, −q√pa, c1, c2, . . . , cn√
a, −√a, √pa, −√a/p, qa
c1
,
qa
c2
, . . . ,
qa
cn
∣∣∣q,p;−z] .
When the argument z in the n+5V4+n-series equals one, we suppress it and denote the resulting
series simply by n+5V4+n[a: c1, c2, . . . , cn;q,p].
For reasons of convergence, we shall consider only the terminating theta hypergeometric se-
ries, i.e., one of the numerator parameters {ck}nk=1 has the form q−m with m ∈ N0. When z, a and{ck} are independent of p, then we have another termwise limiting relation on very-well-poised
series:
lim
p→0 n+5V4+n[a: c1, c2, . . . , cn;q,p; z] = n+3W2+n[a; c1, c2, . . . , cn;q, z].
The first important result on theta hypergeometric series was discovered by Frenkel and Tu-
raev [20] (cf. [21, 11.2.23]), which may be reproduced as follows.
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12V11
[
a: b, c, d,α,β, γ, q−n;q,p]= [ qa, qa/bc, qa/bd, qa/cd
qa/b, qa/c, qa/d, qa/bcd
∣∣∣q,p]
n
×12 V11
[
λ: b, c, d,λα/a,λβ/a,λγ /a, q−n;q,p].
This is the elliptic analogue of Bailey’s transformation on the terminating very-well-poised
10φ9-series [1] (cf. also [21, III-28]). Putting λ = a/β in the last theorem, Frenkel and Turaev [20,
Theorem 5.5.2] (cf. also [21, 11.2.25]) derived the following fundamental summation formula.
Proposition 2 (Elliptic analogue of Jackson’s summation formula). For m ∈ N0 and the five
complex {a, b, c, d, e} satisfying q1+ma2 = bcde, there holds the formula
10V9
[
a: b, c, d, e, q−m;q,p]= [ qa, qa/bc, qa/bd, qa/cd
qa/b, qa/c, qa/d, qa/bcd
∣∣∣q,p]
m
.
This is the first elliptic hypergeometric series identity, which is the elliptic analogue
of the very-well-poised terminating 8φ7-series identity originally due to Jackson [23] (see
also [21, II-22]). Several other interesting summation formulae are recently found by War-
naar [47,48] through elliptic inverse series relations.
2. The modified Abel lemma on summation by parts
Abel’s lemma on summation by parts is very useful and important in classical analysis. For an
arbitrary complex sequence {τk}, define the backward and forward difference operators ∇ and 	· ,
respectively, by
∇τk = τk − τk−1 and 	· τk = τk − τk+1
where 	· is adopted for convenience in the present paper, which differs from the usual operator
Δ only in a minus sign.
Lemma 3 (The modified Abel lemma on summation by parts). For m ∈ N0 and two well-defined
sequences {Uk,Vk}, there holds the identity:
m∑
k=0
Vk∇Uk = UmVm+1 − U−1V0 +
m∑
k=0
Uk	· Vk.
We remark that the two extra terms in the last transformation will disappear because in the
sums treated in this paper, we have both UmVm+1 = 0 for the terminating condition of elliptic
hypergeometric series and U−1V0 = 0 for the presence of the denominator factor [q;q,p]k in
the Uk-sequence, which implies 1/[q;q,p]−1 = 0.
Proof. According to the definition of the backward difference, it is trivial to check
m∑
Vk∇Uk =
m∑
Vk{Uk − Uk−1} =
m∑
UkVk −
m∑
Uk−1Vk.k=0 k=0 k=0 k=0
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m∑
k=0
Vk∇Uk = UmVm+1 − U−1V0 +
m∑
k=0
Uk{Vk − Vk+1}
which is the formula stated in the Abel lemma. 
One of the most important and useful identities in the theory of basic hypergeometric series
is Bailey’s summation formula [2] for a nonterminating bilateral very-well-poised 6ψ6-series. It
has recently been provided a completely new and simple proof by Chu [8] through Abel’s lemma
on summation by parts. As the further development of the recent works [7,8,10], this paper will
investigate systematically terminating theta hypergeometric series identities by iterative use of
the modified Abel lemma on summation by parts. The whole technique relies crucially on the
following equation of theta functions.
Lemma 4 (Weierstrass’ classical three-term identity). For five complex parameters a, b, c, d, e
satisfying a2 = bcde, there holds the theta function identity:
θ(a/b, a/c, a/d, a/e;q) − θ(b, c, d, e;q) = bθ(a, a/bc, a/bd, a/be;q).
It should be pointed out that the identity displayed in Lemma 4 results in the case n = 2 of the
following more general identity (cf. Whittaker and Watson [50, p. 451]):
n∑
k=0
∏n
i=0 θ(xk/yi;p)∏n
j=0
j =k
θ(xk/xj ;p) = 0 where
n∏
k=0
xk
yk
= 1. (7)
For the historical account of this identity and its application to multiple elliptic hypergeometric
series on root systems, refer to Rosengren [31].
However in this “well-poised” form, the theta function identity displayed in Lemma 4 ap-
peared explicitly in [3] (cf. [6,9]) for the first time. The proof given there by Chapman is
equivalent to the following theta function identity
ϑ(a − b)ϑ(a − c)ϑ(a − d)ϑ(a − e) − ϑ(b)ϑ(c)ϑ(d)ϑ(e)
= ϑ(a)ϑ(a − b − c)ϑ(a − b − d)ϑ(a − b − e)
where the theta function is defined (cf. [50, Section 21.11]) by
ϑ(z) = 2q 18
∞∑
n=0
(−1)nq(n+12 ) sin(2n + 1)z.
Liu [26, Theorem 4] has independently rediscovered the theta function identity just displayed
by applying the Cauchy residue theorem to theta functions within a parallelogram. Motivated
by a classical partition identity modulo 7 due to Farkas and Kra [17], Warnaar [46] has recently
published a very special case of Lemma 4. The telescoping proof of Lemma 4 based on Bailey’s
bilateral 6ψ6-series identity can be found in [6, Theorem 1.1], where applications to Ramanujan’s
congruences on partition function are investigated.
Letting e = q1+ma in Proposition 2, Spiridonov [41] obtained the following identity.
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8V7
(m)[a: b, c, d;q,p] =
m∑
k=0
θ(q2ka;p)
θ(a;p)
[
a, b, c, d
q, qa/b, qa/c, qa/d
∣∣∣q,p]
k
qk
=
[
qa, qa/bc, qa/bd, qa/cd
qa/b, qa/c, qa/d, qa/bcd
∣∣∣q,p]
m
.
As an example, we show now that the last identity follows easily from the telescoping method.
In fact, for the sequence defined by
Tk :=
[
qa, qb, qc, qd
q, qa/b, qa/c, qa/d
∣∣∣q,p]
k
it is not hard to compute, by means of Lemma 4, the difference
∇Tk = Tk − Tk−1 =
[
a, b, c, d
q, qa/b, qa/c, qa/d
∣∣∣q,p]
k
× θ(q
ka, qkb, qkc, qkd;p) − θ(qk, qka/b, qka/c, qka/d;p)
θ(a, b, c, d;p)
= θ(q
2ka;p)
θ(a;p)
[
a, b, c, d
q, qa/b, qa/c, qa/d
∣∣∣q,p]
k
qk.
Then the partial sum of 8V7(m)[a: b, c, d;q,p] can be evaluated immediately:
8V7
(m)[a: b, c, d;q,p] =
m∑
k=0
θ(q2ka;p)
θ(a;p)
[
a, b, c, d
q, qa/b, qa/c, qa/d
∣∣∣q,p]
k
qk
= Tm − T−1 = Tm.
This is exactly the partial sum identity stated in Proposition 5.
Observe that the telescoping method is in fact a particular case of Lemma 3 with the Vk-
sequence identical to one. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect more significant summation
formulae on theta hypergeometric series through iterating machinery based on the modified Abel
lemma on summation by parts. This will be accomplished in the rest of this paper, which will be
divided into five sections according to the multibasic patterns.
For the two sequences {Uk,Vk} in Lemma 3 with the following given forms
Uk = [a1;q
λ1,p]k
[α1;qλ1,p]k
[a2;qλ2,p]k
[α2;qλ2,p]k
[a3;qλ3,p]k
[α3;qλ3,p]k
[a4;qλ4,p]k
[α4;qλ4,p]k ,
Vk = [b1;q
μ1,p]k
[β1;qμ1,p]k
[b2;qμ2,p]k
[β2;qμ2,p]k
[b3;qμ3,p]k
[β3;qμ3,p]k
[b4;qμ4,p]k
[β4;qμ4,p]k ;
the difference pattern [ λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4
μ1, μ2, μ3, μ4
] will be used accordingly to label the corresponding section.
For each section, we shall work with the iterating machinery in three steps. First we shall start
each section with a pair of difference equations on theta factorial fractions. Then the modified
Abel lemma will be employed to establish functional equations on theta hypergeometric sums.
Finally the iterating process will establish recurrence relations (transformations), which will lead
us to numerous known and new summation formulae.
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We start to prove the following difference equations of theta factorial fractions.
Lemma 6. Letting a2 = bcde, there hold the difference relations
∇
[
qb, qc, qd, qe
qa/b, qa/c, qa/d, qa/e
∣∣∣q,p]
k
= qk
[
b, c, d, e
qa/b, qa/c, qa/d, qa/e
∣∣∣q,p]
k
×θ(q
2ka, a/bc, a/bd, a/cd;p)
θ(b, c, d, e;p)a/bcd ,
	·
[
b, c, d, e
a/b, a/c, a/d, a/e
∣∣∣q,p]
k
= qk
[
b, c, d, e
qa/b, qa/c, qa/d, qa/e
∣∣∣q,p]
k
×θ(q
2ka, a/bc, a/bd, a/cd;p)
θ(a/b, a/c, a/d, a/bcd;p) .
Proof. According to the definition of backward difference, we have
∇
[
qb, qc, qd, qe
qa/b, qa/c, qa/d, qa/e
∣∣∣q,p]
k
=
[
b, c, d, e
qa/b, qa/c, qa/d, qa/e
∣∣∣q,p]
k
× θ(q
kb, qkc, qkd, qke;p) − θ(qka/b, qka/c, qka/d, qka/e;p)
θ(b, c, d, e;p) .
Keeping in mind of a2 = bcde and then applying Lemma 4, we may factorize the numerator
displayed in the last line into the following
θ
(
qkb, qkc, qkd, qke;p)− θ(qka/b, qka/c, qka/d, qka/e;p)
= −bqkθ(q2ka, a/bc, a/bd, a/be;p)= bcd
a
qkθ
(
q2ka, a/bc, a/bd, a/cd;p)
thanks to the relation
θ(a/be;p) = − a
be
θ(be/a;p) = −cd
a
θ(a/cd;p).
This proves the first difference equation stated in Lemma 6.
Similarly, we can compute the forward difference:
	·
[
b, c, d, e
a/b, a/c, a/d, a/e
∣∣∣q,p]
k
=
[
b, c, d, e
qa/b, qa/c, qa/d, qa/e
∣∣∣q,p]
k
× θ(q
ka/b, qka/c, qka/d, qka/e;p) − θ(qkb, qkc, qkd, qke;p)
θ(a/b, a/c, a/d, a/e;p) .
Factorizing the difference in the last numerator and then applying the relation
θ(a/e;p) = −a
e
θ(e/a;p) = −bcd
a
θ(a/bcd;p)
we confirm the second difference equation stated in Lemma 6. 
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Ω(a;b, c, d, e, f ) := 10V9[a : b, c, d, e, f ;q,p].
For the two shifted theta factorial fractions given by
Uk :=
[
qa, qe, qf, qa/ef
q, qa/e, qa/f, qef
∣∣∣q,p]
k
,
Vk :=
[
b, c, d, qef
qa/b, qa/c, qa/d, a/ef
∣∣∣q,p]
k
;
we can compute, by means of Lemma 6, their differences as follows:
∇Uk = qk
[
a, e, f, a/ef
q, qa/e, qa/f, qef
∣∣∣q,p]
k
θ(q2ka;p)
θ(a;p) ,
	· Vk = qk
[
b, c, d, qef
q2a/b, q2a/c, q2a/d, qa/ef
∣∣∣q,p]
k
× θ(q
1+2ka, qa/bc, qa/bd, qa/cd;p)
θ(qa/b, qa/c, qa/d, qa/bcd;p) .
Applying the modified Abel lemma on summation by parts, we can reformulate the Ω-function
as
Ω(a;b, c, d, e, f ) =
∑
k0
θ(q2ka;p)
θ(a;p)
[
a, b, c, d, e, f
q, qa/b, qa/c, qa/d, qa/e, qa/f
∣∣∣q,p]
k
qk
=
∑
k0
Vk∇Uk =
∑
k0
Uk	· Vk
= θ(qa, qa/bc, qa/bd, qa/cd;p)
θ(qa/b, qa/c, qa/d, qa/bcd;p)
∑
k0
θ(q1+2ka;p)
θ(qa;p)
×
[
qa, b, c, d, qe, qf
q, q2a/b, q2a/c, q2a/d, qa/e, qa/f
∣∣∣q,p]
k
qk.
According to the definition of Ω-function, we may write the last relation as
Ω(a;b, c, d, e, f ) = Ω(qa;b, c, d, qe, qf ) × θ(qa, qa/bc, qa/bd, qa/cd;p)
θ(qa/b, qa/c, qa/d, qa/bcd;p).
Iterating it m-times, we derive the following recurrence relation.
Theorem 7 (Transformation of theta hypergeometric series: m ∈ N0 and qa2 = bcdef ).
Ω(a;b, c, d, e, f ) = Ω(qa;b, c, d, qe, qf ) × θ(qa, qa/bc, qa/bd, qa/cd;p)
θ(qa/b, qa/c, qa/d, qa/bcd;p)
= Ω(qma;b, c, d, qme, qmf )
×
[
qa, qa/bc, qa/bd, qa/cd
qa/b, qa/c, qa/d, qa/bcd
∣∣∣q,p]
m
.
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son’s very-well-poised 8φ7-series identity stated in Proposition 2. This proof of the fundamental
Frenkel–Turaev sum has best exemplified the power of the modified Abel lemma on summa-
tion by parts, which is more elegant and transparent than the rather ad-hoc proofs presented in
Gasper and Rahman [21, Section 11.4] and by Schlosser [35] via elliptically weighted lattice
path counting.
When the series Ω(a;b, c, d, e, f ) is terminated by a = q−1−m, evaluating in Theorem 7
Ω
(
q−1;b, c, d, qme, qmf )= 0 where q1+2mbcdef = 1
we derive, after relabeling the parameters, the following summation formula:
10V9
[
q−m: b, c, d, e, f ;q,p]= 0 where q1−2m = bcdef. (8)
In general, by reversing the summation order, we can show the following identity on terminating
very-well-poised theta hypergeometric series.
Proposition 8 (Zero sum of theta hypergeometric series: m ∈ N and n ∈ N0). There holds the
following terminating series identity:
+5V4+
[
q−m: x1, x2, . . . , x;q,p;qn−1
]= 0
provided that the parameters satisfy q(−1)(1−m)−2n = (x1x2 · · ·x)2.
3.2. Define the Λ-function by
Λ(a;b, d) := 12V11
[
a: −a, q√−a,−q√−a, b,−b, d, a/qb2d;q,p;q].
For the two theta factorial fractions given by
Uk :=
[
q2a2, q2b2, q2d2, q2a2/b2d2
q2, q2a2/b2, q2a2/d2, q2b2d2
∣∣∣q2,p2]
k
,
Vk :=
[
qbd, −qbd, a/qb2d, −qa/d
a/bd, −a/bd, q2b2d, −d
∣∣∣q,p]
k
;
it is not hard to check, by means of Lemma 4, the following difference relations:
∇Uk = q2k
[
a2, b2, d2, a2/b2d2
q2, q2a2/b2, q2a2/d2, q2b2d2
∣∣q2,p2]
k
θ(q4ka2;p2)
θ(a2;p2) ,
	· Vk = qk
[
qbd, −qbd, a/qb2d, −qa/d
qa/bd, −qa/bd, q3b2d, −qd
∣∣∣q,p]
k
× θ(q
1+2ka,−a/qb2d2, qb,−qb;p)
θ(q2b2d,−1/d, a/bd,−a/bd;p) .
Applying the modified Abel lemma on summation by parts to the last two sequences, we can
derive the following transformation between the Λ-function and the Ω-function.
Theorem 9 (Transformation of theta hypergeometric series).
Λ(a;b, d) = Ω(qa;−qa, qb,−qb, qd, a/qb2d) θ(qa,−a/qb2d2;p)θ(q2b2;p2)
θ(q2b2d,−1/d;p)θ(a2/b2d2;p2) .
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terminating theta hypergeometric series formula.
Proposition 10 (New identity of theta hypergeometric series: m ∈ N).
m∑
k=0
θ(q4ka2;p2)
θ(a2;p2)
[
a2, q−2m
q2, q2+2ma2
∣∣∣q2,p2]
k
[
d, q2m−1a/d
qa/d, q2−2md
∣∣∣q,p]
k
q2k
=
[
qa, qm−1, −1/d, −qm+1a/d
qa/d, qm−1/d, −q, −qma
∣∣∣q,p]
m
× θ(−q
m,−qm−1,−qma,−q2m−1a/d2;p)
θ(−d,−qm−1/d,−q2ma/d,−q2m−1a/d;p) .
Instead, letting d = q−m in Theorem 9 and then applying Proposition 2, we recover the fol-
lowing identity.
Corollary 11 (Warnaar [48, Eq. 1.3]).
m∑
k=0
θ(q4ka2;p2)
θ(a2;p2)
[
a2, b2
q2, q2a2/b2
∣∣∣q2,p2]
k
[
q−m, qm−1a/b2
q1+ma, q2−mb2
∣∣∣q,p]
k
q2k
= qm θ(−q
2m−1a/b2;p)
θ(−a/qb2;p)
[
qa, −a/qb2
−q, 1/qb2
∣∣∣q,p]
m
[1/q2b2;q2,p2]m
[q2a2/b2;q2,p2]m .
3.3. Define the Ξ -function by the following terminating series
Ξ(a; c, e) := 12V11
[
a: q
√−a,−q√−a,√c,−√c,√e,−√e, a2/qce;q,p;q].
For the two shifted elliptic factorial fractions given by
Uk :=
[
q2a2, q2c, q2e, q2a2/ce
q2, q2a2/c, q2a2/e, q2ce
∣∣∣q2,p2]
k
,
Vk :=
[
−q, a2/qce, q(ce) 12 , −q(ce) 12
−a, q2ce/a, a/(ce) 12 , −a/(ce) 12
∣∣∣q,p
]
k
;
we have no difficulty to compute, through Lemma 6, their differences
∇Uk = q2k
[
a2, c, e, a2/ce
q2, q2a2/c, q2a2/e, q2ce
∣∣∣q2,p2]
k
θ(q4ka2;p2)
θ(a2;p2) ,
	· Vk = qk
[
−q, a2/qce, q(ce) 12 , −q(ce) 12
−qa, q3ce/a, qa/(ce) 12 , −qa/(ce) 12
∣∣∣q,p
]
k
× θ(q
2k+1a,−a/qce;p)θ(q2ce/a2;p2)
θ(q2ce/a,−1/a;p)θ(a2/ce;p2) .
Applying again the modified Abel lemma on summation by parts to the last two sequences, we
get similarly the following relation between the Ξ -function and the Ω-function.
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Ξ(a; c, e) = Ω(qa;q√c,−q√c, q√e,−q√e, a2/qce)
× θ(qa,−a/qce;p)θ(q
2ce/a2;p2)
θ(q2ce/a,−1/a;p)θ(a2/ce;p2) .
Letting e = q−2m and e = qm−1a2/c in the last theorem and then applying Proposition 2, we
establish respectively the following summation formulae.
Proposition 13 (New identity of theta hypergeometric series).
m∑
k=0
θ(q4ka2;p2)
θ(a2;p2)
[
a, q2m−1a2/c
q, q2−2mc/a
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
q−2m, c
q2+2ma2, q2a2/c
∣∣∣q2,p2]
k
q2k
= θ(q
4m−2a2/c2, q2ma2;p2)
θ(a2, q2m−2a2/c2;p2)
[
a, −a/c
qma/c, −qma
∣∣∣q,p]
m
[q2m−2a2/c;q2,p2]m
[q2a2/c;q2,p2]m .
Proposition 14 (New identity of theta hypergeometric series).
m∑
k=0
θ(q4ka2;p2)
θ(a2;p2)
[
a, q−m
q, q1+ma
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
c, qm−1a2/c
q2a2/c, q3−mc
∣∣∣q2,p2]
k
q2k
=
⎧⎨
⎩
θ(−qma;p)
θ(−a;p)
[
qa, −a/c
qa/
√
c, −qa/√c
∣∣∣q,p]
m
[
q3, q−1
q3c, q−1/c
∣∣∣q2,p2]
n
, m = 2n;
0, m = 2n + 1 and m = 1.
4. Difference pattern [11111102]
When q = 1, observe that there holds the following reduction formula[
u
v
∣∣∣1,p]
k
=
{
θ(u;p)
θ(v;p)
}k
which is equal to one in case uv = p. Then for the shifted theta factorial fractions of pattern
[1102], we can prove, by means of Lemma 4, the difference equations.
Lemma 15. Letting a2 = bcde, there hold the difference relations
∇
[
qb, qd
qa/b, qa/d
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
c
a/e
∣∣∣1,p]
k
[
q2e
q2a/c
∣∣∣q2,p]
k
=
[
b, d
qa/b, qa/d
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
c
a/e
∣∣∣1,p]
k
[
e
q2a/c
∣∣∣q2,p]
k
× θ(q
2ka, a/bd, qka/bc, qka/cd;p)
θ(b, c, d, e;p)a/bcd ,
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[
b, d
a/b, a/d
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
c
a/e
∣∣∣1,p]
k
[
e
a/c
∣∣∣q2,p]
k
=
[
b, d
qa/b, qa/d
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
c
a/e
∣∣∣1,p]
k
[
e
q2a/c
∣∣∣q2,p]
k
× θ(q
2ka, qka/bc, qka/cd, a/bd;p)
θ(a/b, a/c, a/d, a/bcd;p) .
4.1. Define the A-function by
A(a;b, d) := 12V11
[
a: b,−b,pb,−pb,qa/b2, ad/b2p,qa/dp;q,p2].
For the two theta factorial fractions given by
Uk :=
[
qa, qad/pb2, q2a/pd, p2b2/a
q, pqb2/d, pd, q2a2/p2b2
∣∣∣q,p2]
k
,
Vk :=
[
qa/b2, q2a2/p2b2
b2, p2b2/qa
∣∣∣q,p2]
k
[
p2b2/qa
qa/b2
∣∣∣1,p2]
k
[
b2
q2a2/p2b2
∣∣∣q2,p2]
k
;
we have, according to Lemma 6 and Lemma 15, the following differences
∇Uk = qk
[
a, ad/pb2, qa/pd, p2b2/qa
q, pqb2/d, pd, q2a2/p2b2
∣∣∣q,p2]
k
θ(q2ka;p2)
θ(a;p2) ,
	· Vk = qk
[
b2
q4a2/p2b2
∣∣∣q2,p2]
k
[
p2b2/qa
qa/b2
∣∣∣1,p2]
k
[
qa/b2, q2a2/p2b2
qb2, p2b2/a
∣∣∣q,p2]
k
× q
2a2
p2b2
θ(q1+2ka, qk, q1+ka, q2a2/b4;p2)
θ(b2, qa/b2, qa/b2, q2a2/p2b2;p2) .
Applying the modified Abel lemma on summation by parts to the last two sequences, we find the
recurrence relation on the A-function as follows:
A(a;b, d) =A(q3a;qb, qd)× [qa;q,p2]3θ(pqad/b2,pq2a/d, q2a2/b4;p2)[q2a2/b2;q2,p2]2θ(qb2, qa/b2,pqb2/d,pd;p2) . (9)
Iterating this relation m-times, we establish the following transformation formula.
Theorem 16 (Transformation of theta hypergeometric series: m ∈ N0).
A(a;b, d) =A(q3ma;qmb,qmd) [qa;q,p2]3m[q2a2/b2;q2,p2]2m
× [q
2a2/b4,pq2a/d,pqad/b2;q2,p2]m
[qb2;q2,p2]m[qa/b2,pd,pqb2/d;q,p2]m .
Three summation formulae for terminating theta hypergeometric series can be deduced from
this theorem.
First, letting d = q1+na/p in Theorem 16 and observing that
A(a;b, qa/p) = 1 and A(a;b, q2a/p)= 0
we recover the following summation formula.
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12V11
[
a: b,−b,pb,−pb,qa/b2, q1+na2/p2b2, q−n;q,p2]
=
⎧⎨
⎩
[q, q2a2/b4;q2,p2]n/2
[qb2, q2a2/b2;q2,p2]n/2
[qa;q,p2]n
[qa/b2;q,p2]n , n = 2m;
0, n = 2m + 1.
Then putting b2 = q1+ma in Theorem 16 and noting A(a;√qa, d) = 1, we find a new sum-
mation formula.
Proposition 18 (New identity of theta hypergeometric series: b2 = q1+ma).
12V11[a: b,−b,pb,−pb,qa/b2, ad/b2p,qa/dp;q,p2]
= q−(m+12 )
[
qa, qp/d
q, qm+2pa/d
∣∣∣q,p2]
m
[
q2, q2pa/d
q1−ma, q1−mp/d
∣∣∣q2,p2]
m
.
Finally putting b = q−m in Theorem 16 and keeping in mind ofA(a;1, d) = 1, we derive another
new summation formula.
Proposition 19 (New identity of theta hypergeometric series).
12V11
[
a: q−m,−q−m,pq−m,−pq−m,q1+2ma,q2mad/p,qa/dp;q,p2]
=
[
qa
pd
∣∣∣q,p2]
2m
[
q2a/dp, q1+2mad/p
q, q2+2ma2/p2
∣∣∣q2,p2]
m
.
When the series A(a;b, d) is terminated by a = q−n with n ∈ N, the resulting identity from
Theorem 16 is actually a special case of Proposition 8.
4.2. Define the B-function by
B(a; c, e) := 12V11
[
a: −a, a/p,−a/p,pc,pq/c, e, q/e;q,p2].
For the two theta factorial fractions given by
Uk :=
[
qe, qp2/ae
qa/e, qa2e/p2
∣∣∣q,p2]
k
[
a
p2/a
∣∣∣1,p2]
k
[
q2a2/p2
q2
∣∣∣q2,p2]
k
,
Vk :=
[
pc, qp/c, 1/e, qa2e/p2
qa/pc, ac/p, qae, p2/ae
∣∣∣q,p2]
k
;
Lemma 15 and Lemma 6 can be used to show the following differences
∇Uk = qk
[
e, p2/ae
qa/e, qa2e/p2
∣∣∣q,p2]
k
[
a
p2/a
∣∣∣1,p2]
k
×
[
a2/p2
q2
∣∣∣q2,p2]
k
θ(q2ka, qk/e, qkae;p2)
θ(a,1/e, ae;p2) ,
	· Vk = qk
[
pc, qp/c, 1/e, qa2e/p2
q2a/pc, qac/p, q2ae, qp2/ae
∣∣∣q,p2]
k
× θ(q
2k+1a;p2)
2
θ(a, qa, qae/pc,pace;p2)
2 .θ(qa;p ) θ(qa/pc,pac, ae, qae;p )
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establish the recurrence relation on the B-function as follows:
B(a; c, e) = B(qa; c, qe) × θ(a, qa, qae/pc,pace;p
2)
θ(qa/pc,pac, ae, qae;p2) . (10)
Iterating the last relation n-times, we get the following transformation theorem.
Theorem 20 (Transformation of theta hypergeometric series: n ∈ N0).
B(a; c, e) = B(qna; c, qne)× [a, qa;q,p2]n[qae/pc,pace;q2,p2]n[qa/pc,pac;q,p2]n[ae, qae;q2,p2]n .
Letting a = pq−n in Theorem 20 and then taking into account of B(p; c, e) = 1, we establish,
after relabeling n by m, the following new summation formula.
Proposition 21 (New identity of theta hypergeometric series).
12V11
[
pq−m: −pq−m,q−m,−q−m,pc,pq/c, e, q/e;q,p2]
= [p,pq;q,p
2]m
[c,p2q/c;q,p2]m
[q1−mc/e, q−mce;q2,p2]m
[pq/e,pe;q,p2]m .
Similarly, letting e = q−n in Theorem 20 and then applying B(a; c,1) = 1, we recover the
following very-well-poised theta hypergeometric series identity.
Corollary 22 (Warnaar [48, Eq. 1.15]).
12V11
[
a: −a, a/p,−a/p,pc,pq/c, q−n, q1+n;q,p2]
=
[
qa, pc/a
p2q/a, ac/p
∣∣∣q,p2]
n
[
q−nac/p
pq−nc/a
∣∣∣q2,p2]
n
.
As pointed out by an anonymous referee, the last two results are essentially equivalent in view
of analytic continuation. To see this letting e = q−n in Proposition 21, it is not hard to check
that the theta factorial fraction displayed there becomes that in Corollary 22 with a → pq−m.
Therefore to prove Corollary 22, it suffices to note the quasi periodicity of the theta function
so that we only need to prove the equality there for a set of a-values containing a limit point.
In fact, there is such a set given by pq−m for all m ∈ N0. This is not an isolated phenomenon.
As another example, the reader can similarly verify the equivalence between Proposition 10 and
Corollary 11.
When the series B(a; c, e) is terminated by a = q−m with m ∈ N, the resulting identity from
Theorem 20 is again a special case of Proposition 8.
5. Difference pattern [11221122]
For the theta factorial fractions of pattern [1122], Lemma 4 can be used to verify the following
difference equations.
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∇
[
qb, qd
qa/c, qa/e
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
q2c, q2e
q2a/b, q2a/d
∣∣∣q2,p]
k
=
[
b, d
qa/c, qa/e
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
c, e
q2a/b, q2a/d
∣∣∣q2,p]
k
qk
× θ(q
3ka, qka/bd, a/bc, a/cd;p)
θ(b, c, d, e;p)a/bcd ,
	·
[
b, d
a/c, a/e
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
c, e
a/b, a/d
∣∣∣q2,p]
k
=
[
b, d
qa/c, qa/e
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
c, e
q2a/b, q2a/d
∣∣∣q2,p]
k
qk
× θ(q
3ka, qka/bd, a/bc, a/cd;p)
θ(a/b, a/c, a/d, a/bcd;p) .
5.1. Define the C-function by
C(a;b, c, d) :=
∑
k0
θ(q3ka;p)
θ(a;p)
[a, c, q/c;q,p]k[a/b, a/d, qbd;q2,p]k
[q2, q2a/c, qac;q2,p]k[qb, qd, a/bd;q,p]k q
k.
For the two theta factorial fractions given by
Uk :=
[
qa, qc
a/bd, q2bcd
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
q3bd, qa/bcd
q2, q2a/c
∣∣∣q2,p]
k
,
Vk :=
[
1/c, q2bcd
qb, qd
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
a/b, a/d
qac, a/qbcd
∣∣∣q2,p]
k
;
it is not hard to check, by means of Lemma 23, the following differences:
∇Uk = qk
[
a, c
a/bd, q2bcd
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
qbd, a/qbcd
q2, q2a/c
∣∣∣q2,p]
k
θ(q3ka, qk/c;p)
θ(a,1/c;p) ,
	· Vk = qk
[
1/c, q2bcd
q2b, q2d
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
a/b, a/d
q3ac, qa/bcd
∣∣∣q2,p]
k
× θ(q
3k+1a, qk−1a/bd, qbc, qcd;p)
cθ(qac, a/qbcd, qb, qd;p) .
Then applying the modified Abel lemma on summation by parts to the last two sequences, we
get the recurrence relation on the C-function as follows:
C(a;b, c, d) = C(qa;qb, qc, qd) × θ(qa, qbd/a, qbc, qcd;p)
θ(qac, qbcd/a, qb, qd;p). (11)
Iterating it n-times, we find the following transformation formula.
Theorem 24 (Transformation of theta hypergeometric series: n ∈ N0).
C(a;b, c, d) = C(qna;qnb, qnc, qnd)× [qa, qbd/a;q,p]n[qb, qd;q,p]n
[qbc, qcd;q2,p]n
[qac, qbcd/a;q2,p]n .
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with C(a;b, c,1/qb) = 1 and C(a;b,1, d) = 1, we recover respectively the following two theta
hypergeometric series identities.
Corollary 25 (Warnaar [47, Corollary 4.4]: b = a).
n∑
k=0
θ(q3ka;p)
θ(a;p)
[a, c, q/c;q,p]k[a/b, q1+2nab, q−2n;q2,p]k
[q2, q2a/c, qac;q2,p]k[qb, q−2n/b, q2n+1a;q,p]k q
k
= [qa, q
2a, q2b/c, qbc;q2,p]n
[qb, q2b, qac, q2a/c;q2,p]n .
Corollary 26 (Warnaar [47, Corollary 4.10]).
n∑
k=0
θ(q3ka;p)
θ(a;p)
[a, q1+n, q−n;q,p]k
[q2, q1−na, q2+na;q2,p]k
[a/b, a/d, qbd;q2,p]k
[qb, qd, a/bd;q,p]k q
k
=
[
qa, qbd/a
qb, qd
∣∣∣q,p]
n
[
q1−nb, q1−nd
q1−na, q1−nbd/a
∣∣∣q2,p]
n
.
When the series C(a;b, c, d) is terminated by a = q−1−n, evaluating C(q−1;b, c, d) = 0 in
Theorem 24 leads us to the following strange zero sum.
Proposition 27 (Zero sum of theta hypergeometric series: m ∈ N).
m∑
k=0
θ(q3k−m;p)
θ(q−m;p)
[q−m, c, q/c;q,p]k[q−m/b, q−m/d, qbd;q2,p]k
[q2, q1−mc, q2−m/c;q2,p]k[qb, qd, q−m/bd;q,p]k q
k = 0.
5.2. Define the D-function by
D(a;b, c, d) :=
∑
k0
θ(q3ka;p)
θ(a;p)
[a, c, qa/c;q2,p]k[b, d, qa/bd;q,p]k
[q, c, qa/c;q,p]k[q2a/b, q2a/d, qbd;q2,p]k q
k.
For the two theta factorial fractions given by
Uk :=
[
qb, qa/bc
q, qa/c
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
q2a, q2c
q2a/b, q2bc
∣∣∣q2,p]
k
,
Vk :=
[
qa/bd, d
qc, a/bc
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
qa/c, q2bc
qbd, q2a/d
∣∣∣q2,p]
k
;
it is not difficult to check, through Lemma 23, that
∇Uk = qk
[
b, a/bc
q, qa/c
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
a, c
q2a/b, q2bc
∣∣∣q2,p]
k
θ(q3ka, qkc;p)
θ(a, c;p) ,
	· Vk = qk
[
qa/bd, d
q2c, qa/bc
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
qa/c, q2bc
q3bd, q4a/d
∣∣∣q2,p]
k
× θ(q
3k+2a, qk+1b, qc/d, bcd/a;p)
2 .θ(qc, qbd, q a/d, bc/a;p)
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derive the recurrence relation on the D-function as follows:
D(a;b, c, d) =D(q2a;q2b, q2c, d)× θ(q2a, qb, qc/d, bcd/a;p)
θ(qc, qbd, q2a/d, bc/a;p). (12)
Iterating it n-times, we get the following transformation formula.
Theorem 28 (Transformation of theta hypergeometric series: n ∈ N0).
D(a;b, c, d) =D(q2na;q2nb, q2nc, d)× [q2a, qb, qc/d, bcd/a;q2,p]n[qc, qbd, q2a/d, bc/a;q2,p]n .
Letting c = q−2n in Theorem 28 and then observing D(a;b,1, d) = 1, we get, after some
simplification, the following theta hypergeometric series formula.
Corollary 29 (Warnaar [47, Corollary 4.4]: e = a).
n∑
k=0
θ(q3ka;p)
θ(a;p)
[a, q1+2na, q−2n;q2,p]k[b, d, qa/bd;q,p]k
[q, q−2n, q1+2na;q,p]k[q2a/b, q2a/d, qbd;q2,p]k q
k
=
[
q2a, qb, qd, q2a/bd
q, q2a/b, q2a/d, qbd
∣∣∣q2,p]
n
.
Similarly, putting b = q−m in Theorem 28 and noting the fact that
D(a;1, c, d) = 1 and D(a;q−1, c, d)= 0
we recover another elliptic hypergeometric series identity.
Corollary 30 (Warnaar [47, Corollary 4.11]).
m∑
k=0
θ(q3ka;p)
θ(a;p)
[a, c, qa/c;q2,p]k[d, q−m,q1+ma/d;q,p]k
[q, c, qa/c;q,p]k[q2a/d, q2+ma,q1−md;q2,p]k q
k
=
⎧⎨
⎩
[q, q2a, q2a/cd, qc/d;q2,p]n
[q/d, qc, q2a/c, q2a/d;q2,p]n , m = 2n;
0, m = 2n + 1.
When the series D(a;b, c, d) is terminated by a = q−2−2n, computing D(q−2;b, c, d) = 0 in
Theorem 28 leads us to the following strange zero sum.
Proposition 31 (Zero sum of theta hypergeometric series: m ∈ N).
m∑
k=0
θ(q3k−2m;p)
θ(q−2m;p)
[b, d, q1−2m/bd;q,p]k[q−2m, c, q1−2m/c;q2,p]k
[q, c, q1−2m/c;q,p]k[q2−2m/b, q2−2m/d, qbd;q2,p]k q
k = 0.
We point out that the summation formulae displayed in Propositions 27 and 31 are reversals
of each other, i.e., one is equivalent to the reversal of the other.
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For the theta factorial fractions of pattern [2213], we can further check, by means of Lemma 4,
the following difference equations.
Lemma 32. Letting a2 = bcde, there hold the difference relations
∇
[
q2b, q2d
q2a/b, q2a/d
∣∣∣q2,p]
k
[
qc
qa/e
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
q3e
q3a/c
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
= qk
[
b, d
q2a/b, q2a/d
∣∣∣q2,p]
k
[
c
qa/e
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
e
q3a/c
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
× θ(q
4ka, a/bd, qka/bc, qka/cd;p)
θ(b, c, d, e;p)a/bcd ,
	·
[
b, d
a/b, a/d
∣∣∣q2,p]
k
[
c
a/e
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
e
a/c
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
= qk
[
b, d
q2a/b, q2a/d
∣∣∣q2,p]
k
[
c
qa/e
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
e
q3a/c
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
× θ(q
4ka, a/bd, qka/bc, qka/cd;p)
θ(a/b, a/c, a/d, a/bcd;p) .
6.1. Define the E-function as follows
E(a; c, e) :=
∑
k0
θ(q4ka;p)
θ(a;p)
[a, c;q,p]k[q/c;q,p]2k[ae, ac/e;q3,p]k
[q3, q3a/c;q3,p]k[ac;q,p]2k[q/e, qe/c;q,p]k q
k.
For the two theta factorial fractions given by
Uk :=
[
q3/c, qe
qac, q3a/e
∣∣∣q2,p]
k
[
qa
qe/c
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
q3ac/e
q3
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
,
Vk :=
[
q2/c, q3a/e
ac, e/q
∣∣∣q2,p]
k
[
c/q
q2/e
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
ae
q3a/c
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
;
we can compute, according to Lemma 32, the differences
∇Uk = qk [q/c, e/q;q
2,p]k
[qac, q3a/e;q2,p]k
[a;q,p]k[ac/e;q3,p]k
[q3;q3,p]k[qe/c;q,p]k
× θ(q
4ka, qk−1c, qk+1/e;p)
θ(a, c/q, q/e;p) ,
	· Vk = qk [q
2/c, q3a/e;q2,p]k
[q2ac, qe;q2,p]k
[c/q;q,p]k[ae;q3,p]k
[q6a/c;q3,p]k[q3/e;q,p]k
× θ(q
4k+2a, qk+1a, qke/c, q−3ce;p)
θ(q3a/c, q−2e, q−1e, ac;p) .
Then applying the modified Abel lemma on summation by parts to the last two sequences, we
derive the recurrence relation on the E-function as follows:
E(a; c, e) = E(q2a; c/q, e/q2)× θ(qa, q2a, c/e, q3/ce;p)
θ(q3a/c, q/e, q2/e, ac;p) . (13)
Iterating it n-times establishes the following transformation formula.
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E(a; c, e) = E(q2na;q−nc, q−2ne)× [c/e;q,p]n[qa;q,p]2n[q3/ce;q3,p]n[ac;q,p]n[q/e;q,p]2n[q3a/c;q3,p]n .
Letting c = q1+n in this theorem and keeping in mind of E(a;q, e) = 1, we have the following
theta hypergeometric series identity.
Corollary 34 (Warnaar [47, Corollary 4.12]).
n/2	∑
k=0
θ(q4ka;p)
θ(a;p)
[a, q1+n;q,p]k[q−n;q,p]2k[ae, q1+na/e;q3,p]k
[q3, q2−na;q3,p]k[q1+na;q,p]2k[q/e, q−ne;q,p]k q
k
=
[
qa
q/e
∣∣∣q,p]
n
[
q2−n/e
q2−na
∣∣∣q3,p]
n
.
Similarly putting e = q3nac in Theorem 33 and then observing E(a; c, ac) = 1, we recover
another theta hypergeometric series identity.
Corollary 35 (Warnaar [47, Corollary 4.5]: b = a).
n∑
k=0
θ(q4ka;p)
θ(a;p)
[a, c;q,p]k[q/c;q,p]2k[q3na2c, q−3n;q3,p]k
[q3, q3a/c;q3,p]k[ac;q,p]2k[q1−3n/ac, q1+3na;q,p]k q
k
= [qa;q,p]3n[ac
2;q3,p]n
[ac;q,p]3n[q3a/c;q3,p]n .
When the series E(a; c, e) is terminated by a = q−m with m = 2n + ε and ε = 1,2, verifying
E(q−ε; c, e) = 0 in Theorem 33 leads us to the following strange zero sum.
Proposition 36 (Zero sum of theta hypergeometric series: m ∈ N).
m∑
k=0
θ(q4k−m;p)
θ(q−m;p)
[q−m, c;q,p]k[q/c;q,p]2k[q−me, q−mc/e;q3,p]k
[q3, q3−m/c;q3,p]k[q−mc;q,p]2k[q/e, qe/c;q,p]k q
k = 0.
6.2. Reversal
In Theorem 33, making the parameter replacements
a → q−2na, c → qnc, e → q2ne
we may restate the recurrence relation equivalently as the following one.
Theorem 37 (Transformation of theta hypergeometric series: n ∈ N0).
E(a; c, e) = E(q−2na;qnc, q2ne)× [q/ac;q,p]n[e;q,p]2n[c/a;q3,p]n[qe/c;q,p]n[1/a;q,p]2n[ce;q3,p]n .
Letting c = q−n in Theorem 37 and then noting E(a;1, e) = 1, we recover the following
terminating theta hypergeometric series identity.
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n∑
k=0
θ(q4ka;p)
θ(a;p)
[a, q−n;q,p]k[q1+n;q,p]2k[ae, q−na/e;q3,p]k
[q3, q3+na;q3,p]k[q−na;q,p]2k[q/e, q1+ne;q,p]k q
k
= [q
3−n/a;q3,p]n
[q3−ne;q3,p]n
[
qa, qe, 1/e
q/a, a, q/e
∣∣∣q,p]
n
.
6.3. Define the F -function by
F(a; c, e) :=
∑
k0
θ(q4ka;p)
θ(a;p)
[a, c;q3,p]k[qa/c;q,p]2k[e, c/e;q,p]k
[q, qa/c;q,p]k[c;q,p]2k[q3a/e, q3ae/c;q3,p]k q
k.
For the two shifted elliptic factorial fractions given by
Uk :=
[
q3a/c, qc/e
qc, q3ae/c
∣∣∣q2,p]
k
[
qe
q
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
q3a
q3a/e
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
,
Vk :=
[
q2a/c, q3ae/c
c, c/qe
∣∣∣q2,p]
k
[
c/qe
q2a/c
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
c
q3ae/c
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
;
it is not hard to check, by means of Lemma 32, that
∇Uk = qk [qa/c, c/qe;q
2,p]k
[qc, q3ae/c;q2,p]k
[a;q3,p]k
[q;q,p]k
× [e;q,p]k[q3a/e;q3,p]k
θ(q4ka, qk+1a/c, qk−1c/e;p)
θ(a, qa/c, c/qe;p) ,
	· Vk = qk [q
2a/c, q3ae/c;q2,p]k
[q2c, qc/e;q2,p]k
[c/qe;q,p]k
[q6ae/c;q3,p]k
× [c;q
3,p]k
[q3a/c;q,p]k
θ(q4k+2a, qk+1e, qk, c2/q3ae;p)
θ(q3ae/c, c, c/qe, c/q2a;p) .
Then applying the modified Abel lemma on summation by parts to the last two sequences, we
find the recurrence relation on the F -function as follows:
F(a; c, e) =F(q6a;q3c, q3e)× c[q3a;q3,p]2θ(qe, q2e, q3ae/c2;p)
e[q3ae/c;q3,p]2θ(qc, q2c, q3a/e;p) . (14)
Iterating it n-times, we get the following transformation theorem.
Theorem 39 (Transformation of theta hypergeometric series: n ∈ N0).
F(a; c, e) =F(q6na;q3nc, q3ne)(c/e)n × [q3a;q3,p]2n[q3ae/c;q3,p]2n
[qe, q2e, q3ae/c2;q3,p]n
[qc, q2c, q3a/e;q3,p]n .
The following three summation formulae due to Warnaar [47] will consequently be deduced
as special cases of Theorem 39.
First, letting c = q−3n in Theorem 39 and then combining the result with the initial value
F(a;1, e) = 1, we get the first identity.
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n∑
k=0
θ(q4ka;p)
θ(a;p)
[a, q−3n;q3,p]k
[q, q1+3na;q,p]k
[q1+3na;q,p]2k
[q−3n;q,p]2k
[e, q−3n/e;q,p]k
[q3a/e, q3+3nae;q3,p]k q
k
= e−n
[
q3a, q3+3na, qe, q2e
q, q2, q3a/e, q3+3nae
∣∣∣q3,p]
n
.
Similarly, put c = qma with m = 3n + ε and ε = 1,2,3 in Theorem 39. Evaluating the first few
terms
F(a;qa, e) =F(a;q2a, e)= 1 and F(a;q3a, e)= 0
we derive the second identity.
Corollary 41 (Warnaar [47, Corollary 4.13]).
m2 	∑
k=0
θ(q4ka;p)
θ(a;p)
[
e, q1+ma/e
q, q−m
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[q−m;q,p]2k
[q1+ma;q,p]2k
[
a, q1+ma
q3a/e, q2−me
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
qk
=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
e−n[q3a, qe, q2+3na/e;q3,p]n
[q3a/e, q/e, q2+3na;q3,p]n , m = 3n;
e−n[q3a, q2e, q4+3na/e;q3,p]n
[q3a/e, q2/e, q4+3na;q3,p]n , m = 3n + 1;
0, m = 3n + 2.
Finally setting e = q−m in Theorem 39 and then noting the initial values
F(a; c, q−)= {1,  = 0;0,  = 1,2;
we recover the third identity.
Corollary 42 (Warnaar [47, Corollary 4.15]).
m∑
k=0
θ(q4ka;p)
θ(a;p)
[a, c;q3,p]k
[q, qa/c;q,p]k
[qa/c;q,p]2k
[c;q,p]2k
[q−m,qmc;q,p]k
[q3+ma,q3−ma/c;q3,p]k q
k
=
⎧⎨
⎩
[q, q2, q3a, c2/a;q3,p]n
[qc, q2c, c/a, q3a/c;q3,p]n , m = 3n;
0, otherwise.
When the series F(a; c, e) is terminated by a = q−m with m = 6n+3ε and ε = 1,2, checking
F(q−3ε; c, e) = 0 in Theorem 39 leads us to the following strange zero sum.
Proposition 43 (Zero sum of theta hypergeometric series: m ∈ N).
m∑
k=0
θ(q4k−3m;p)
θ(q−3m;p)
[q−3m, c;q3,p]k[q1−3m/c;q,p]2k[e, c/e;q,p]k
[q, q1−3m/c;q,p]k[c;q,p]2k[q3−3m/e, q3−3me/c;q3,p]k q
k = 0.
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7. Difference pattern [11332213]
Finally, we can prove, by means of Lemma 4, the following difference equations for the theta
factorial fractions of pattern [1133].
Lemma 44. Letting a2 = bcde, there hold the difference relations
∇
[
qb, qd
qa/c, qa/e
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
q3c, q3e
q3a/b, q3a/d
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
=
[
b, d
qa/c, qa/e
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
c, e
q3a/b, q3a/d
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
qk
× θ(q
4ka, q2ka/bd, a/bc, a/cd;p)
θ(b, c, d, e;p)a/bcd ,
	·
[
b, d
a/c, a/e
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
c, e
a/b, a/d
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
=
[
b, d
qa/c, qa/e
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
c, e
q3a/b, q3a/d
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
qk
× θ(q
4ka, q2ka/bd, a/bc, a/cd;p)
θ(a/b, a/c, a/d, a/bcd;p) .
Define the two functions G(a;b, d) and H(a;b, d) by
G(a;b, d) :=
∑
k0
θ(q4ka;p)
θ(a;p)
[
b, q/b
d, qa/d
∣∣∣q,p]
k
qk
× [a;q,p]2k[q;q,p]2k
[
d, qa/d
q3a/b, q2ab
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
,
H(a;b, d) :=
∑
k0
θ(q1+4ka;p)
θ(qa;p)
[
qb, q/b
qd, a/d
∣∣∣q,p]
k
qk
× [a;q,p]2k[q;q,p]2k+1
[
q2d, qa/d
q3a/b, q3ab
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
.
According to difference pattern [22131133], we shall derive two crossing recursions which tie them
together. Then the independent recurrences and consequently few summation formulae will be
established.
7.1. Define the two theta factorial functions by
Uk :=
[
q2a, q3a
q2, q
∣∣∣q2,p]
k
[
qb
q2ab
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
q2/b
q3a/b
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
,
Vk :=
[
1/qb, q2ab
d, qa/d
∣∣∣q,p] [ d, qa/d1/qb, q2ab
∣∣∣q3,p] .k k
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∇Uk = qk
[
a, qa
q2, q
∣∣∣q2,p]
k
[
b
q2ab
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
1/qb
q3a/b
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
× θ(q
4ka, qk−1/b, qk/b;p)
θ(a,1/b,1/qb;p) ,
	· Vk = qk
[
1/qb, q2ab
qd, q2a/d
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
d, qa/d
q2/b, q5ab
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
× θ(q
4k+1a, q2k, q2ab/d,1/qbd;p)
θ(q2ab,1/qb, qa/d,1/d;p) .
Then the G-function may be manipulated, according to the modified Abel lemma on summa-
tion by parts, as follows:
G(a;b, d) =
∑
k0
Vk∇Uk =
∑
k0
Uk	· Vk
= θ(q
2a, q3a, q5a, qb, q2ab/d, qbd;p)
bθ(qd, q2ab, q5ab, q2a/d, q3a/b;p)
×
∑
k0
θ(q4k+5a;p)
θ(q5a;p)
[
q2b, 1/b
q2d, q3a/d
∣∣∣q,p]
k
× [q
4a;q,p]2k
[q;q,p]2k+1
[
q3d, q4a/d
q6a/b, q8ab
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
qk.
In view of the definition of H-function, we may write the last relation as follows:
G(a;b, d) =H(q4a;qb, qd)× θ(q2a, q3a, q5a, qb, q2ab/d, qbd;p)
bθ(qd, q2ab, q5ab, q2a/d, q3a/b;p) . (15)
7.2. Alternatively, for the two factorial fractions defined by
U ′k :=
[
q2a, q3a
q2, q
∣∣∣q2,p]
k
[
q2/b
q3a/b
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
qb
q2ab
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
,
V ′k :=
[
b/q2, q3a/b
d, qa/d
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
d, qa/d
b/q2, q3a/b
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
;
we can compute through Lemma 32 and Lemma 44 their differences as follows:
∇U ′k = qk
[
a, qa
q2, q
∣∣∣q2,p]
k
[
q/b
q3a/b
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
b/q2
q2ab
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
× θ(q
4ka, qk−1b, qk−2b;p)
θ(a, b/q, b/q2;p) ,
	· V ′k = qk
[
b/q2, q3a/b
qd, q2a/d
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
d, qa/d
qb, q6a/b
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
× θ(q
4k+1a, q2k, q3a/bd, b/q2d;p)
2 3 .θ(1/d, qa/d, b/q , q a/b;p)
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G(a;b, d) =
∑
k0
V ′k∇U ′k =
∑
k0
U ′k	· V ′k
= bθ(q
2a, q3a, q5a, q2/b, q2d/b, q3a/bd;p)
qθ(qd, q3a/b, q6a/b, q2a/d, q2ab;p)
×
∑
k0
θ(q4k+5a;p)
θ(q5a;p)
[
b/q, q3/b
q2d, q3a/d
∣∣∣q,p]
k
× [q
4a;q,p]2k
[q;q,p]2k+1
[
q3d, q4a/d
q9a/b, q5ab
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
qk.
According to the definition of H-function, we establish another relation between G-function and
H-function:
G(a;b, d) =H(q4a;q−2b, qd)× bθ(q2a, q3a, q5a, q2/b, q2d/b, q3a/bd;p)
qθ(qd, q3a/b, q6a/b, q2a/d, q2ab;p) . (16)
7.3. Combination of (15) and (16) yields the two independent relations:
G(a;b, d) = G(a;q3b, d)× θ(b/a, qbd, q2ab/d;p)
θ(q2ab, qb/d, bd/a;p), (17a)
H(a;b, d) =H(a;q3b, d)× θ(q3b, q2bd, qab/d, b/a;p)
θ(b, qb/d, q2bd/a, q3ab;p) . (17b)
Iterating these relations m-times, we establish the following transformations.
Theorem 45 (Transformations of theta hypergeometric series: m ∈ N0).
G(a;b, d) = G(a;q3mb,d)× [b/a, qbd, q2ab/d;q3,p]m[q2ab, qb/d, bd/a;q3,p]m , (18a)
H(a;b, d) =H(a;q3mb,d)× [q3b, q2bd, qab/d, b/a;q3,p]m[b, qb/d, q2bd/a, q3ab;q3,p]m . (18b)
For b = q−ε with ε = 0,1,2, we have the following initial values:
G(a;1, d) = 1, G(a;q−1, d)= 0 and G(a;q−2, d)= θ(q2a, d/a, q/d;p)
θ(1/a, qd, q2a/d;p) .
Among them, the first two are almost obvious for G(a;1, d) = 1 and
G(a;q−1, d)= 1 + q θ(q4a, q−1, q2, a, qa, d, qa/d;p)
θ(a, d, qa/d, q, q2, qa, q4a;p) = 1 + q
θ(q−1;p)
θ(q;p) = 0.
Third one can be justified by invoking Lemma 4 twice as follows:
G(a;q−2, d)= 1 − θ(q3, qa, q4a;p)
qθ(q, a, q5a;p) +
θ(qa, q2a, q3d, q4a/d;p)
qθ(a, qd, q5a, q2a/d;p)
= 1 − θ(qa;p)5 2qθ(q, a, q a, qd, q a/d;p)
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= 1 − θ(q
2, qa, d, qa/d;p)
θ(q, a, qd, q2a/d;p) =
θ(q2a, q/d, d/a;p)
θ(1/a, qd, q2a/d;p) .
Now letting b = q−n, we recover from (18a) the following summation formula.
Corollary 46 (Warnaar [47, Corollary 4.16]).
n∑
k=0
θ(q4ka;p)
θ(a;p)
[
q−n, q1+n
d, qa/d
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[a;q,p]2k
[q;q,p]2k
[
d, qa/d
q3+na, q2−na
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
qk
=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
[q3a, q2/d, qd/a;q3,p]m
[q/a, q2d, q3a/d;q3,p]m , n = 3m;
0, n = 3m + 1;
[q2a, q/d, d/a;q3,p]m+1
[1/a, qd, q2a/d;q3,p]m+1 , n = 3m + 2.
Similarly, putting b = q−1−n in (18b) and noting that
H(a;q−1, d)= 1
θ(q;p) and H
(
a;q−2, d)= θ(q2a, d, qd/a;p)
θ(q2, qa, qd, d/a;p)
we establish the following new summation formula.
Proposition 47 (New identity of theta hypergeometric series).
n∑
k=0
θ(q1+4ka;p)
θ(qa;p)
[
q−n, q2+n
qd, a/d
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[a;q,p]2k
[q;q,p]1+2k
[
q2d, qa/d
q4+na, q2−na
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
qk
=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1
θ(q1+3m;p)
[
q4a, q2/d, q3d/a
q/a, q3d, q2a/d
∣∣∣q3,p]
m
, n = 3m;
−1/q
θ(q2+3m;p)
[
q2a, 1/d, qd/a
1/qa, qd, a/d
∣∣∣q3,p]
m+1
, n = 3m + 1;
0, n = 3m + 2.
7.4. Furthermore, for the two theta factorial fractions given by
U ′′k :=
[
q2a, q3a
q, q2
∣∣∣q2,p]
k
[
1/d
qa/d
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
q3d
q4ad
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
,
V ′′k :=
[
b, q/b
q2d, 1/qd
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
qa/d, q4ad
q3a/b, q2ab
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
;
we can compute through Lemma 32 and Lemma 44 their differences as follows:
∇U ′′k = qk
[
a, qa
q, q2
∣∣∣q2,p]
k
[
1/qd
qa/d
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
d
q4ad
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
× θ(q
4ka, qkd, q1+kd;p)
,
θ(a, d, qd;p)
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[
b, q/b
q3d, 1/d
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[
qa/d, q4ad
q6a/b, q5ab
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
× θ(q
3+4ka, q2+2ka, qbd, q2d/b;p)
θ(qd, q2d, q2ab, q3a/b;p) .
By means of the modified Abel lemma on summation by parts, the following independent recur-
rence relation on the G-function can further be established
G(a;b, d) = G(q3a;b, q3d)× θ(q2a, q3a, qbd, q2d/b;p)
θ(qd, q2d, q2ab, q3a/b;p) . (19)
Iterating it m-times, we deduce the following equation different from (18a).
Theorem 48 (Transformation of theta hypergeometric series: m ∈ N0).
G(a;b, d) = G(q3ma;b, q3md)× [ q2a, q3a, qbd, q2d/b
qd, q2d, q2ab, q3a/b
∣∣∣q3,p]
m
.
Taking d = q−3m in the last theorem and applying G(a;b,1) = 1, we recover the following
summation formula on terminating theta hypergeometric series.
Corollary 49 (Warnaar [47, Corollary 4.6]).
m∑
k=0
θ(q4ka;p)
θ(a;p)
[
b, q/b
q−3m, q1+3ma
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[a;q,p]2k
[q;q,p]2k
[
q−3m, q1+3ma
q3a/b, q2ab
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
qk
=
[
q2a, q3a, qb, q2/b
q, q2, q2ab, q3a/b
∣∣∣q3,p]
m
.
When the series G(a;b, d) is terminated by a = q−n with n = 3m + ε and ε = 1,2,3, com-
puting in Theorem 48
G(q−1;b, d)= 1 and G(q−2;b, d)= G(q−3;b, d)= 0
leads us to the following interesting identity.
Proposition 50 (New identity of theta hypergeometric series: n ∈ N).
n∑
k=0
θ(q4k−n;p)
θ(q−n;p)
[
b, q/b
d, q1−n/d
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[q−n;q,p]2k
[q;q,p]2k
[
d, q1−n/d
q2−nb, q3−n/b
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
qk
=
⎧⎨
⎩
[
q, q2, qbd, q2d/b
qb, q2/b, qd, q2d
∣∣∣q3,p]
m
, n = 3m + 1;
0, otherwise.
7.5. Substituting the relation displayed in Theorem 48 into (15) and then simplifying the
result, we derive the following recurrence relation for the H-function, different from (18b).
Theorem 51 (Transformation of theta hypergeometric series: m ∈ N0).
H(a;b, d) =H(q3ma;b, q3md)× [ q2a, q4a, q2bd, q2d/b
qd, q3d, q3ab, q3a/b
∣∣∣q3,p]
m
.
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following summation formula.
Proposition 52 (New identity of theta hypergeometric series).
m∑
k=0
θ(q1+4ka;p)
θ(qa;p)
[
qb, q/b
q−1−3m, q2+3ma
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[a;q,p]2k
[q;q,p]2k+1
[
q−3m, q3+3ma
q3a/b, q3ab
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
qk
= 1
θ(q;p)
[
q2a, q4a, q3b, q3/b
q2, q4, q3ab, q3a/b
∣∣∣q3,p]
m
.
We remark that this identity can also be obtained by combining crossing relation (15) with the
identity displayed in Corollary 49.
Performing the parameter replacements a → a/q4, b → bq2 and d → d/q in (16), we may
express the H-function, in terms of the G-function as follows:
H(a;b, d) = G(a/q4;bq2, d/q)× θ(ab, a/b, qd/a, q3b/a,1/d;p)
θ(qa, a/q, q2/a, qb/d, q2bd/a,1/b;p) . (20)
When the series H(a;b, d) is terminated by a = q−n with n > 1, combining the last relation
with Proposition 50 leads us to the following identity.
Proposition 53 (New identity of theta hypergeometric series: n ∈ N with n = 1).
n∑
k=0
θ(q1+4k−n;p)
θ(q1−n;p)
[
qb, q/b
qd, q−n/d
∣∣∣q,p]
k
[q−n;q,p]2k
[q;q,p]2k+1
[
q2d, q1−n/d
q3−n/b, q3−nb
∣∣∣q3,p]
k
qk
=
⎧⎨
⎩
1
θ(q;p)
[
q, 1/q, q2bd, q2d/b
b, 1/b, qd, q3d
∣∣∣q3,p]
m
, n = 3m;
0, otherwise.
This formula can also be derived from Theorem 51 by letting a = q−n with n = 3m + ε and
ε = 2,3,4, taking into account of the initial values:
H(q−2;b, d)=H(q−4;b, d)= 0 and H(q−3;b, d)= θ(1/q, q2bd, q2d/b;p)
θ(b,1/b, qd, q3d;p) .
Concluding comments
In the present paper, the modified Abel lemma on summation by parts has systematically
been utilized to show numerous identities of theta hypergeometric series, with nearly half of
them being new. To our knowledge, they cover all the known identities for the univariate theta
hypergeometric series except for one due to Warnaar [48, Eq. 1.4]. In order for readers to have
a complete picture about the current status, we reproduce it as a problem. Further attempt via
Abel’s method on summation by parts would be encouraged. The eventual successful attack may
lead to a new class of unexpected summation formulae.
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[
a: b, bq, b/p,bpq,q2a/b2, q2na2/b2, q−2n;q2,p2]
= θ(a/b;p)
θ(q2na/b;p)
[−q, qa/b2
−b, a/b
∣∣∣q,p]
n
[
q2a
a/b2
∣∣∣q2,p2]
n
q−n.
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